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The Use of Abstraction Concepts for
Representing and Structuring Documents
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Authors´ abstract
Due to the amount of documents available in modern offices, it is necessary to
provide a multitude of methods for the structuring of knowledge, i.e., abstraction
concepts. In order to achieve their uniform representation, such concepts should be
considered in an integrated fashion to allow concise descriptions free of
redundancy. In this paper, we present our approach towards an integration of
methods of knowledge structuring. For this purpose, our view of abstraction
concepts is briefly introduced using examples of the document world and compared
with some existing systems. The main focus of this paper is to show the
applicability of an integration of these abstraction concepts as well as their built-
in reasoning facilities in supporting document processing and management.
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21 INTRODUCTION
All activities in an organization require or produce information. The future in the
office domain will be characterized by new fundamental tendencies that lie not only in a
more comprehensive possibility for information representation and interchange, but also
in an altered processing. As the main information carrier, documents are the central aid
for the integration of office functions [Do85]. In offices, documents arrive in varieties of
forms: paper, electronic signals, sounds, or pictures. A person creates a document, and
later on, another person attempts to interpret the acquired information in order to
extract the intended meaning. Due to the amount of information to be processed and the
multitude of different kinds of documents (printed purchase orders or articles, E-mail, or
News), there is a pressing need for intelligent document analysis systems that should lead
to a full understanding of the captured information. For this purpose, it is necessary to
develop mechanisms for an automatic document analysis as well as formalisms allowing
the description of the knowledge resulting from an analysis and the interrelations
between portions of it.
The task of automatic document structure extraction will not be considered in this
paper but have been presented in earlier publications [DB88, DB89]. For document
representation, several formalisms provide distinct concepts with respect to the different
views of a document (layout view, logical view, contents). They range from word-based
representation [Fa85] and descrip-tors, [SM83] to techniques for structural representation
[EK89, DM90].
When considering structural representation of documents, constructs for their overall
organization in the office environment play a key role [DM90]. Not surprisingly, most of
these constructs have their roots in epistemological methods for structuring knowledge,
i.e., in trying to keep track of the amount of information existing in the office domain,
people usually involuntarily apply some abstractions in order to structure documents in
some desired form [Ma88a]. Abstraction concepts (i.e., classification, generalization,
association, and aggregation) and their underlying relationships [BMW84, Br81, Ma88a,
SS77] provide natural ways to structure or organize knowledge portions in the form of
objects. They enable specific details of particular objects to be suppressed and those
pertinent to the view of information at hand to be emphasized. Moreover, they provide
reasoning facilities [Ma88a, RHMD87] that can be exploited by a knowledge model to
make deductions about objects as well as to guarantee the structural and semantic
integrity of their representation. Therefore, they are a fundamental construct for or-
ganizing knowledge in application areas requiring a high degree of information
structuring, like in the office domain.
In the last few years, many models [BS85, HM78, PM88, HK87] have been developed
following the semantics of one or another abstraction concept. Nevertheless, approaches
towards an integration of all of them are rarely found. Most existing models concentrate
on the support of one abstraction concept, not taking the existence on the others into
account. This weakens the expressiveness and the semantic power of such models and
forces the application to perform a cumbersome modeling in order to be able to represent
the concepts not supported by a system. For this reason, we argue that object descriptions
should embody all abstraction concepts so that objects of the model, like the real world
entities, can play different roles at the same time (i.e., class, aggregate, instance, etc.),
depending only on the relationships they have to other objects. Note, for example, that an
object such as a concrete letter is at the same time an instance of the class letters, an
3aggregate composed of the several layout objects such as text-blocks, lines, words, and
characters, and an element of top-secret documents. This integrated view of abstraction
concepts, which has been presented in [Ma88a], was incorporated into the knowledge
model of a prototypical Knowledge Base Management System (KBMS), called KRISYS
[KR89,Ma88b]. The knowledge model of KRISYS supports an object-centered representa-
tion of a domain, putting special emphasis on a complete support of abstractions concepts
in order to use their semantics as the basis for drawing conclusions about objects and for
maintaining the integrity of the knowledge base. This provides an accurate and reliable
representation of all information structures encountered in document processing. Such
an integrated view of abstraction concepts is one of the aspects that differentiate KRISYS
from existing knowledge engineering tools like ART [C185], KEE [FK85], KNOWLEDGE
CRAFT [FWA85], LOOPS [BS83, SB86], etc. as well as from existing database systems
[Da87].
In this paper, we discuss our approach towards an integration of these abstraction
concepts. We briefly introduce our view of abstraction concepts, illustrating their
meaning by examples of the document world. Then, we demonstrate their applicability by
examining their built-in reasoning facilities and show how an integration of abstraction
concepts can be exploited to keep track of the pressing need to support human clerks in
information processing and management. Finally, we compare our approach with some
existing systems and provide an outlook to future and ongoing research activities.
2 MODELLING DOCUMENTS WITH ABSTRACTION CONCEPTS
In general, an application world can be seen in terms of entities (i.e., objects) having
descriptions (i.e., properties and relationships to other objects) and constraints t o
distinguish ´reality´ from other possible worlds* [Bo86]. For example, in our domain,
different kinds of documents exist, and each of them has properties such as generation-
date, purpose, etc. Domain dependent relationships can also be specified to allow objects
to carry some further information. For example, a document is related to some persons
who have generated it. However, there are important domain independent relationships
that occur in nearly every domain and as such have well defined semantics. They are the
relationships underlying the several abstraction concepts [BMW84,Br81,Ma88a,SS77].
In KRISYS, every entity existing in the application domain is expressed as an object of
its model, the so-called schema [Kr89,Ma88b]. A schema is the symbolic representation of
a real world entity, roughly analogous to frame or unit in other representation systems. It
is always identifiable by a unique schema name and is composed of a set of attributes.
The attributes may again be further described by aspects expressing integrity constraints
(e.g., possible-values, cardinality restrictions) or other specifications that characterize an
attribute in more detail (e.g., default-values, comment). Attributes represent either
properties or relationships of real world entities. They may be of different types
depending on their underlying semantics, i.e., whether they express domain specific
properties and relationships or abstraction relationships.
*The term object is used here to refer to a data structure in the knowledge base that is intended to
denote an entity in the world. For example, a knowledge base might contain an object to represent the
letter of Mr. White to Mrs. Brown.
42.1 AGGREGATION
The abstraction concept of aggregation relates objects in order to build more complex
ones. That is, it treats objects not as atomic entities, but as a composition of other
objects. In the office environment, documents are characterized by their layout structure
and logical structure [Ho85]. Both represent hierarchical structures, but provide a
different view of the same contents. The layout structure divides the contents of a
document into hierarchically nested layout objects. It is, therefore, an aggregation
hierarchy reflecting nested physical parts of information, the so-called layout objects.
For example, a document is composed of pages containing several graphic- and text-
blocks. These are, in turn, respectively composed of several graphic primitives and text-
lines. The latter ones are built of words that are composed of characters. The logical
structure divides the contents of a document into a hierarchy of logical objects. Thus, it is
also an aggregation of conceptual parts of information, called logical objects. For
example, the letter presented in Figure 1 has logical objects like logo, sender, subscript,
footnote, etc. Subscript is, in turn, divided into subscriber, signature, and regards.
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Figure 1: Layout Structure and Logical Structure of a Business Letter up to the Block
Level.
5The international standard ODA [IS085] (office document architecture) provides
collections of rules for defining layout and logical structures, but with very restricted
aggregation semantics. This is similar to knowledge representation systems enabling a
specification of references between objects. In these systems, such references do not
embody any special semantics, serving only as flexible means for the representation of
any kind of relationships between objects. Aggregation relationships (or part-of re-
lations), on the other hand, have a very specific meaning. They represent the idea that an
object 'consist-of' other objects, thereby expressing that an object cannot 'consistently'
exist without its parts [Ma88a]. Additionally, it is important to observe that aggregation
itself differentiate between two kinds of objects and consequently of relationships.
Primitive-parts express atomic objects (e.g., characters and graphic primitives), i.e., those
parts which cannot be further decomposed. Together, they constitute the lowest-level
complex-parts or simplest aggregates. These can, in turn, be used to build more complex
higher-level parts so that an aggregation or part-of hierarchy is established. Therefore, it
is necessary to observe the importance of modeling aggregates by means of special-
purpose relationships, differentiating between complex- and primitive-parts.
For these reasons, the aggregation concept is expressed in KRISYS by special-purpose
attributes specified by the user which can be of two kinds: 'primitive' and 'complex'.
Attributes of kind 'primitive' represent relationships between a complex and an 'atomic'
primitive-part, whereas 'complex' attributes relate two complex-parts (see also Figure 1).
In order to guarantee a symmetric modeling, each aggregation relationship will
correspond to a pair of symmetric KRISYS attributes expressed by the aspect diametric-
reference, i.e., to an attribute of kind complex-up there is another of type complex-down
and to a primitive-up attribute there is another of kind primitivedown. Figure 2 shows an
example of a layout aggregation including the representation of the symmetric attributes.
document page graphic-block
in -document complex-up, ... i n - d o c - p a g e complex-up, ...
possible-values (instance-of (document)) possible-values (instance-of (document page))
cardinality [ 1 ∞ ] cardinality [ 1 1 ]
diametric-reference (has-doc-page) diametric-reference (has-graphic-block)
has- text -b lock complex-down, ... has-graphic-pr imit ive primitive-down, ...
possible-values (instance-of (text block)) possible-values (instance-of (graphic-primitive))
cardinality [ 1 ∞ ] cardinality [ 1 ∞ ]
diametric-reference (in-doc-page) diametric-reference (in-graphic-block)
has-graphic-block complex-down, ...
possible-values (instance-of (graphic block))
cardinality [ 0 4 ]
diametric-reference (in-doc-page)
Figure 2: Examples for the Aspect-Diametric References in KRISYS.
Moreover, since the aggregation concept is represented in KRISYS by means of user-
defined attributes (of the kinds mentioned above), it allows the specification of several
aggregation relationships between objects, each of which with very fine semantics
(observe, for example, the distinct integrity constraints associated to the attributes 'has-
6text-block' and 'has-graphic-block', which cannot be expressed by systems supporting
aggregation by means of one single part-of relationship).
Another aspect of KRISYS is the differentiation between dependent and independent
parts in the semantics of its operations [KBG89]. In the case of a dependent relation, for
example, the deletion of an aggregate will recursively remove all its parts, freeing the
application from the search and subsequent deletion of all parts of the removed object.
Thus, the existence of dependent parts directly depends on the existence of its aggregates.
However, dependent relations do not allow the reusing of objects in another aggregate
in a later time, which would be certainly desirable in some cases. Assume, for example,
that facsimiles within documents are treated as being independent. In such a case, the
deletion of the corresponding document in which the facsimile appears does not force a
deletion of the facsimile itself so that it can be kept separately within a special image
base. Therefore, the aggregation concept in KRISYS provides means for the definition of
high-structured objects, allowing a user at a particular moment to view such structured
object as a single unit (i.e., together with its parts) and at a subsequent time to view only
parts of it as independent or dependent objects. So, objects can be treated as objects in
their own right or as components of other objects. When observing such components, one
can further differentiate between exclusiue or shared components [KBG89]. This can be, for
example, applied for having different access authorizations to portions of information. In
other words, some documents or document parts are public (shared), while others are pri-
mary personal (exclusive). Actually, the kind of components supported by the model
determines the form of allowed aggregation hierarchies. Tree-like hierarchies provide
only for exclusive components, whereas network-like ones also for aggregates with
common/shared parts.
2.2 CLASSIFICATION AND GENERALIZATION
Found in almost every existing data or knowledge representation model, classification
is the best understood form of abstraction. It provides an important means for organizing
the application world by allowing the modeler to refer to a class as a representative or
prototype of its instances, into which a specification of both properties and constraints
applicable to all instances is presented. Generalization complements the classification
concept by allowing the definition of superclasses.
In KRISYS (and in many other knowledge representation systems), standard attributes
occurring in each schema are used to model the abstraction concepts of classification and
generalization: has-instances and instance-of for classification and has-subclasses and
subclass-of for generalization (Figure 3).
However, since we treat any abstraction relationship as an object attribute (as il-
lustrated for aggregation in Figure 2), KRISYS allows the definition of constraints for



































originator = Andreas R. Dengel
generation-date = 09-06-90
purpose =  IJCAI-91








Figure 3: Generalization Hierarchy of Document Types.
2.3 ASSOCIATION
In the abstraction concept of association, objects, so-called elements, are considered as
a higher level object, called set, e.g., heterogeneous documents like a request, an offer, an
order, and an invoice may belong to the same procedure. The details of the element
objects are suppressed and the properties of the group are emphasized in the set object,
e.g., whether the procedure is in-time or not. Like the other abstraction concepts,
association also relates objects by means of subset-of relationships building an
association hierarchy.
Clearly, one does not group any objects together. In general, only objects fulfilling
common conditions are grouped into sets by association. For this reason, in addition to
set properties (i.e., the characteristics of a set as a whole), the description of set objects in
KRISYS contains the so-called membership stipulations, expressing the necessary
conditions that have to be satisfied by objects in order to become elements of the set
[Ma88a]. This refined semantics of sets can be flexibly employed to classify documents
according to different criteria. Figure 4 illustrates the example of submitting a paper to
IJCAI-91. Here, different documents, like a 'call-for-paper', the correspondence between
the authors of a joint paper as well as the entire paper are associated to one and the same
procedure 'IJCA1-91', because they fulfill the membership stipulation of this procedure. At
the same time, this procedure has set properties expressing its actual state (e.g., paper
written or in preparation), whether it is in-time or not, etc.
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Figure 4: .Example for Associating Heterogeneous Documents.
Here, the difference between generalization/classification and association should be
clear. Classes define the structures (i.e., attributes and related integrity constraints) of the
instances, while sets do not. Indeed, sets may group heterogeneous objects together since
the specification of the membership stipulation does not necessarily depend on the
structure of the elements. Note that in the example, all objects which are related to IJCAI
and generated in 1990 or 1991 are grouped in the set procedure 'IJCA1-91' (independent of
their structure). Thus, in the association concept there is no inheritance!
3 BUILT-IN REASONING FACILITIES
Once, the semantics of the abstraction concepts are fully understood by a system, it is
then able to undertake some tasks automatically, e.g., to draw particular conclusions
about objects and to keep the knowledge base in a consistent state, by exploiting the so-
called built-in reasoning facilities. For example, based on the notion of transitivity
inherent in the abstraction concepts (e.g., parts of a component are also parts of the
component's supercomponents), the introduction of cycles or other ambiguities into a
hierarchy clearly contradicts the meaning of the abstraction concepts, and are therefore
prevented by KRISYS.
Similarly, based on the representation of concepts by means of a pair of symmetric at-
tributes, on modifications of abstraction hierarchies, the referential integrity of such
relationships is automatically maintained by the system. This can cause, for example,
the corresponding inverse attributes to be immediately updated, but permits also the
support of a refined delete semantics, considering, for example, the kind of components of
an aggregate (i.e., dependent/independent). It additionally enables a precise control of
9allowed connect and disconnect operations based of the definition of shared/exclusive
objects.
3.1 AGGREGATION SPECIFIC REASONING
When analyzing an aggregation hierarchy, one may notice that there are properties of
objects which can be characterized as monotonic [Ma88a]. For example, by expressing
that the value of a particular property is upward implied (e.g., extensions of a layout
object), the system may control whether it increases going upward over the aggregation
hierarchy, thereby preventing the violation of such monotony or triggering further
changes in the knowledge base to keep the truth of the predicate (whenever possible). Such
characteristics can be described in KRISYS by means of so-called implied-predicates.
3.2 CLASSIFICATION/GENERALIZATION SPECIFIC REASONING
The reasoning mechanism provided by the generalization/classification hierarchy is
inheritance. Since classes define the structure (i.e., attributes and constraints) of their
instances and subclasses, by inserting objects in the knowledge base and expressing the
belief of the modeler that they are instances or subclasses of some classes, KRISYS can
reason that they have the properties defined by these classes.
However, objects may exist in the knowledge base without the specification of a class.
Frequently, the user knows about the existence of an object but not of its class so that it
has to be first introduced in the knowledge base without any instance-of specification.
After this, the user might reflect upon its class or he might want to see how the object
would look if it were an instance of a particular class (e.g., he 'believes' at first that a
document is a private message) and defines an instance-of relationship. (Note that in this
case the user is using the system as a tool to determine the structure of the objects, by
dynamically defining instance-of relationships. This corresponds to the idea of
'discovering' and not 'inventing' abstractions as presented by [JF88].) KRISYS will then
deduce the object structure, generating a more detailed description of this object. Based on
this new description, the user might now realize that it does not correspond to the real
world entity, starting the determination of the class once again (i.e., he will realize that
the document is not a private message but a business letter). Therefore, instance-of
relationships in KRISYS correspond, in truth, to current beliefs of the user, which may
change at any time without affecting the existence of other objects or further descriptions
(i.e., properties, constraints, etc.) that an object may possess. (Obviously, the same holds
for objects connected by subclass-of relationships).
3.3 ASSOCIATION SPECIFIC REASONING
Reasoning on association hierarchies is at first provided by means of the membership
stipulations. Since KRISYS guarantees that every element of a set always fulfils the
corresponding membership stipulation, it is possible to deduce, for example, that all
elements of the procedure 'IJCA1-91' satisfiy the condition of being related to the IJCAI
conference and generated in either 1990 or 1991. KRISYS may also reject operations that
connect an element to a particular set whenever such objects do not fulfil the membership
stipulations of the set. Furthermore, KRISYS can determine whether a change in an
element should cause the dissolution of an existing association relationship or the
creation of a new one because of the satisfaction of the membership stipulation of
another set. As a consequence, in the example of Figure 4, when an author sends a letter
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to another author on September 6th, 1990 with the purpose of defining the contents of a
joint paper for an IJCAI conference, KRISYS can automatically associate this document
with the set representing the procedure 'IJCA1-91'. Similar conclusions can be drawn
when modifying membership stipulations. In this case, not only may elements be
disconnected from a particular set, but the set itself might be dissolved from its
relationships to supersets since an object may be a subset of another only if it possesses
more restricted membership stipulations*.
Further reasoning capabilities are provided by means of set properties. Since such set
properties are in general based on characteristics of each individual element, conclusions
about the values of set properties can be drawn from the elements' attributes. So, upon
changes to elements (e.g., because of a modify operation) or on the relationships between
elements and sets (e.g., because of the introduction or deletion of an element), the
recalculation of the values of set properties is also performed by KRISYS automatically.
As such, when KRISYS associates the paper to the set 'IJCA1-91', it can automatically
modify the actual state of this set to 'paper written' and determine that the procedure
'IJCA1-91' is now in-time. This will, in turn, cause the dissolution of the relationship
between the procedure 'IJCA1-91' and time-critical procedures and its inclusion in the set
of in-time procedures, thereby provoking changes on the numbers of time-critical and in-
time procedures as well as a recalculation of the average of the time-critical procedures
(see Figure 4).
4 INTEGRATED VIEW OF ABSTRACTION CONCEPTS
4.1 INTEGRATING DIFFERENT ABSTRACTION ROLES OF A SAME CONCEPT
As already mentioned in the introduction, an object in KRISYS does not play an
abstraction role (i.e., class, aggregate, part-element, set, etc.) by itself, but only in the
context of being related to other objects. Consequently, the semantic meaning of objects
can be different from context to context in which they are found. In the case of
aggregation, this means that there can be objects expressing an aggregate (i.e., something
that can be decomposed) in one context and a primitive part (i.e., an atomic part) in
another. Thus, the semantic meaning of an object (i.e., its role) can only be determined by
considering a particular context. Think about the automatic recognition of the form of a
document as a whole and its proper identification as a memorandum, personal letter, or
medical record. This gross level of document recognition requires only the abiltity to de-
fine types of documents by their geometric block format [DB88]. From here, it is a short
step to link, for example, portions of text that are contained in layout objects to specific
logical objects, identifying blocks in which the agency would be named, and blocks in
which the applicant would be named, etc. At this level, it is enough to consider logical
objects, like the sender or the subscript of a letter as atomic parts. For a further analysis
of the document, it seems to be appropriate to consider the textual information within
several logical objects, for example, to verify the originator (sender of the letter) as the
subscriber. In such a case, the sender object itself may represent in another context an
aggregation consisting of name and address that are further refined. This allows, for
example, a system like KRISYS to provide a view of information respecting the analysis
depth being performed.
*
 The current version of KRISYS does not provide an automatic definition and dissolution of subset-of
relationships, but only of element-of relationships. This is subject of our ongoing research activities.
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The integration of several classification/generalization roles into one object permits
the representation of different meta-levels corresponding to distinct views of such an
object in the application domain. In this case, KRISYS guarantees that the different
semantics associated with each of these meta-levels are separately maintained from one
another, so that attributes of one level are not passed on further to the other level.
Also in the association, an object can play different roles at the same time. For ex-
ample, the object 'IJCAI-91' procedure in Figure 4 is a set of heterogeneous documents and
an element of time-critical procedures. Note that such an integration is necessary in this
context because the procedure I'JCAI-91' itself and not its documents is time-critical.
4.2 COMPLETE INTEGRATION
Up till now, we have isolated the discussion about each abstraction concept from the
others. We have seen, for example, that association builds a hierarchy of objects which,
however, up to this point, was constructed independently of the generalization or
aggregation hierarchy. Naturally, in the real world, this independence does not exist. As
illustrated in Figure 5, aggregation as well as generalization/classification concepts occur
in an integrated fashion. Letters may be specialized according to the kinds of layout and
logical objects they possess. Moreover, objects are obviously not only instances of classes
and parts of aggregates, but also elements of sets. For example, the particular letter from
Mr. Dengel to Mr. Mattos on September 6th, 1990 is at the same time an instance of
business letters, an aggregate composed of a sender, date, letter-body, subscript, etc., and
an element of the set of documents of the IJCA1'91 procedure. This integrated view is
shown in Figure 6.
Hence, objects in KRISYS can play up to six roles at the same time, depending only on
the types of relationships to other objects (instance, subclass, element, subset, primitive-
part, complex-part). Obviously, when an object represents both a set and a class, the set
properties should not affect the instances, and the instance properties should not be used
for describing the set. In an analogous way, when combining aggregation with the other
concepts, instances and set properties should not be confused with those used to express
the aggregation (i.e., the attributes of type 'complex' and 'primitive'). The latter ones are
different from the other properties of the objects (i.e., those concerned with
classification/generalization and association) since their values are to be interpreted as
other objects of the knowledge base. In other words, while aggregation properties
represent parts of the objects, set and instance properties express characteristics of them.
KRISYS guarantees a clear differentiation of these kinds of properties by means of a










































































Figure 5: Integration of Aggregation and Generalization/Classification Concepts for
Document Representation.
To emphasize our ideas, we would like to briefly illustrate how the integrated view of
abstraction concepts can undertake some of the tasks in document processing.
Considering the office domain, the task of document processing and representation
amounts to a structural as well as a conceptual analysis to obtain a multitude of in-
formation possibilities. In a first analysis step, the layout structure of a document at
hand has to be established [De90]. As already mentioned, this is a treelike aggregation
that offers easy modification and efficient access down to atomic part-elements (e.g.,
characters) following the part-relationships within the hierarchy. In the next step, a
logical labeling has to be applied. Thereby, layout objects, or groups of them, are assigned
a label that designates a corresponding logical object (e.g., the date or the recipient of a
letter). For this purpose, we use a special generalization/classification hierarchy [DB88].
It defines document classes having several arrangements of logical objects on different
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abstraction levels (see Figure 5). Note again that we do not want to describe the entire
document analysis procedure, but rather concentrate on aspects of internal
representation. While logical labeling is applied, the information arrangement of a
document at hand is matched against the different document classes of the hierarchy,
thereby passing through it in a top-down manner. As a result, a logical structure is
established which is expressed by an aggregation hierarchy. In Figure 5, this is illustrated
by the aggregation relationships assigned to document classes (see also Figure 1).
In each step through the tree, an instance-of relationship is generated to the class, the
document at hand is actually matched against. When defining an instance-of rela-
tionship, KRISYS will deduce the corresponding object structure, generating a more
detailed description of this object. Thus, each step forces the creation of an instance,
while another one has to be deleted (i.e., the one of its superclass). This is supported by
dynamical definition of instance-of relation-ships provided by KRISYS (see Chapter 3.2).
As illustrated in Figure 6, corresponding instance properties have to be filled after
every instance-of relationship definition. For this reason, (Optical Charcater Recognition
in the case of paper documents [HBD90] and) keyword analysis is initiated. Every  logical
labeling of layout objects activates a corresponding demon (i.e., an attached procedure)
which is automatically triggered if a value (i.e., a corresponding text block) is assigned to
it. The purpose of such a demon is to activate a special package of rules which then will
interpret the contents of the text blocks extracting its keywords. These keywords are the
basis for a dynamic definition of element-of relationships. That is, they are used, for
example, to deduce that the letter from Mr. Dengel to Mr. Mattos sattisfies the
membership stipulation of the IJCAI-91 procedure, and therefore belongs to it. Thus, we
are able to provide a representation of documents that is based on an integration of
aggregation and generalization/classification as well as association, like shown in Figure
6.
In summary, when modeling an application world, it is important to consider all
abstraction concepts together so that all information about an entity is concentrated into
one object of the model. This has an additional advantage. By considering all abstraction
concepts together, descriptions of one concept can use the descriptions of the others,
thereby allowing much richer and more precise descriptions of the world entities to be
defined. A final advantage is that objects can be concisely described without losing the
necessary flexibility, and some classical errors provoked by the introduction of
redundancy can be avoided by reducing the amount of repetition in the descriptions. Note
that there is no redundant storage of document objects. For a further analysis, only the
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Figure 6: Integration of Aggregation and Generalization/Classification as well as
Association Concepts for Document Representation.
5 COMPARISON TO OTHER SYSTEMS
The support of all abstraction concepts in an integrated fashion is one of the most
important aspects that differentiate KRISYS from systems like ART [C185], KEE [FK85],
KNOWLEDGE CRAFT [FWA85], LOOPS [BS83,SB86], etc. as well as from database systems.
These systems neglect the existence of some of these concepts (generalization by database
systems, association by database systems, KEE, and LOOPS, and aggregation by all of
them), thereby severely weakening the expressiveness and the semantic power of their
knowledge or data model. Furthermore, since KRISYS incorporates all roles of a real
world entity in one single object, there is no need to introduce two distinct
representations to support both association and generalization/classification (as in the
case of ART and KNOWLEDGE CRAFT). It is also not necessary to make a kind of
'hodgepodge' with the semantics of the generalization/classification in order to be able to
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support the representation of set properties (as done by KEE). Following the lines of its
integrated view of knowledge base objects, KRISYS does not forces a substantial amount
of real world semantics to be maintained in the application programs, nor the
introduction of redundancy into the knowledge base. Even proposed extensions of
database technology (semantic data models [HK87,PM88], object-oriented data models
[Di88], etc.) focus only on some of these concepts (mostly aggregation and/or
generalization/classification) and neglect most of the underlying reasoning facilities.
Finally, KRISYS treats the abstraction concepts as dynamic relations, which may be
changed by the user or the application at any time. The corresponding built-in reasoning
is, in such cases, automatically applied, keeping the knowledge base in a semantically
consistent state. Inheritance, for example, is in some systems (ART and LOOPS) not more
than a means to save some typing during the modeling process. Changes in the structure
of a class (deletion, creation of attributes, etc.) are either not allowed or not reflected in
the structure of the existing instances until 'compilation', leading to severe
inconsistencies. In KRISYS, every time that relevant information is changed, inheritance
as well as the other built-in reasoning facilities are evaluated again so that the system
guarantees the structural and semantic integrity of the knowledge base at any time.
6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have discussed abstraction concepts and their built-in reasoning
facilities in representing and structuring documents. The focus of the paper has primarily
been on defining the semantics of the several concepts and their integration to show their
applicabiliy for the office domain. Having a document analysis system, as proposed in
[DB89, HBD90], that is capable of revealing the structure as well as keywords of the
contents of a document at hand, the ideas described in this paper represent an excellent
basis to support a human clerk, making his tasks in information processing easier.
We have argued that object descriptions must embody all abstraction concepts, so that
objects can play different roles at the same time depending on the context. Based on the
relationships that express a context, deductions by means of their built-in reasoning
facilities, the most important advantage of abstraction, can be performed. However,
further work is necessary. For example, the representation of time semantics for a
version management, or for deducing the order in a sequence of documents that describe a
procedure. Other future considerations are a study of space or null values (e.g., not
existing, unknown) in the context of abstraction concepts.
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